
Caves Valley Golf Club 
Owings Mills, Maryland 

 
 

 
Architect: Tom Fazio (1991)  
 
  Par Rating  Slope Yardage 
Blue  72 73.0  137 6908 
White  72 71.0  133 6117 
 
Overview: 
 
 When this course opened in the early 90’s, close to the same time Robert Trent Jones opened in 
Manassas, Virginia, it kind of got the short end of the stick for new, upscale private courses in our region.  But 
in many ways I think it better than RTJ, it has less pomp, more character-both in facility and course, and it is an 
afternoon to remember, right from the bag drop to the final beer after the round. 
 
 This place is clearly the vision of one man, it has a quaintness to it that cannot be ignored.  All the 
buildings are low cottages in an rural English tradition creating an understated formal atmosphere that is 
appropriate for a private club catering to the wealthy and famous who would prefer to enjoy an anonymous 
afternoon without much fanfare.  The locker room is small and has that comfortable sock feeling to it-offering 
lemonade and some fresh fruit for the road.  Lunch is served buffet style on the veranda of the clubhouse-great 
simple food that is a perfect fuel stop for the afternoon ahead.  The golf shop is also small but homey, full of 
Ralph Lauren looking shirts, jackets, and the like all bearing the cool CV logo.  Full grass practice areas are up 
to the standard you would expect at a place like this.  The guys who man all stations, bag drop, caddie room, 
golf shop, and locker room are just your frat brother types who are there to make sure you have a great day. 
 
 The course itself is pure Tom Fazio-exhilarating to look at and a solid tactical challenge to play.  It is a 
hilly piece of  ground that wends its way through substantial woods that will define holes and create tactical 
considerations on their own.  The length is not overwhelming if you pick the right tees to play from and if you  
want to enjoy yourself err on the shorter length the first time through.  The greens are wonderful, lots of pitch 
and yaw and very swift downhill and with the grain.  Caddies make a real difference in sorting out the putting 
mysteries.  Overall conditioning if superb-they spend their money on keeping this top shelf. 
 
 Worth noting that in 2021 they did a substantial cosmetic makeover of the course in preparation for 
hosting one of the PGA Tour Playoff Events.  Grassed over vast areas of unkempt native grass to make it look 
clean for the TV presentation.  The bunkers seemed to swell almost 50% in size which makes them much more 
visually intimidating.  One physical change was to replace the super stern Par 4 #11 with a much tamer and 
more reasonable Par 5.  
 
 I recommend hanging around after you are done for an icy cold one on the veranda overlooking the 
expansive grass practice facility that cascades down the hill from the club house-this is pure serenity as defined 
by Webster. 
 
  



 
  
 
 
 
 
Hole-By-Hole Analysis: 
 
#1 Par 4- 438/362 
 
 This may be one of the kindest opening holes in golf.  Tee off right in front of the clubhouse and your 
drive sweeps down the same steep incline as the driving range to a generous landing area below you.   The 
incline assures that any airborne shot is a credible drive.  Bunkers shade both sides at about 245 you want to aim 
at the one on the right and turn it slightly to stay in the middle of the fairway.   Now the second is back up to an 
infinity green that sweeps to the right behind a bunker.  Sprawling green that moves the ball distinctly to the 
right once on the ground so a nice cut will follow the contour on it’s own.  Bunker below and right is well 
below the green so that is a place to avoid. 
 
#2 Par 4- 335/290 
 
 This is a spectacular visual hole that sets the table in your mind for the look of the front side. 
Depending on where they place the tee marker this hole can have widely different tactical preferences.  The key 
feature on the hole is the relationship of the water hazard that flanks the right of the driving area to the green 
and a bifurcated stepped fairway that presents an approach shot at the green with two very different 
perspectives. 
 

The preferred landing area for the drive is on the top level of the fairway between the bunker that starts 
at 118 and goes until 100 and the lower fairway step.   If the tee marker is set up on the hill on the left it is a 
much shorter carry but much more difficult to contain it in the top section from that angle.  Choice might be to 
hit a fairway metal or long iron at 125 to keep it on the preferred tier.  From the lower tee spot down on the right 
you are hitting driver right at the bunker as you see it.  If you hit a draw it should work its way favorably up 
toward the 110 spot on the left.  From the top tier you have to shave off the end of the water hazard and the deep 
fronting bunker with your approach but the angle from there presents well to the similar angle the green works 
away from you and this gives you the best chance of being aggressive to the flag.  From the lower fairway step 
you have to take a line that must take on the water and the bunker completely and the green is much shallower 
to your angle which give you much less to land on.  Anything in the front bunker is deep and likely plugged so 
making bogie from there is a difficult calling.  Just a wonderful technical hole with the right combination of 
opportunity and pain. 
 
#3 Par 5 521/469 
 
 Only truly easy hole on this side, this is one you must focus and take advantage of.  The water on the 
right all the way up the hole is in play but only if you hit the really dumb slice.  Drive is at the left edge of the 
first bunker on the left with a slight fade to work back to the middle.  If your drive settles in the fairway I would 
hit it 200 to lay up on the left for the best angle at the green set back to the right.  If you can make out the 
bunker at 65 yards on the left that would be the best aiming point.  Now the green sits on a 8 to 2 angle back to 



the right so you can slide one up and in to where the pin is at.  Buffering bunker short and right is no where to 
play from.  A birdie here is doable and desirable. 
 
 
 
 
 
#4 Par 3 198/144 
 
 This is the first gut check of the day.  You cannot make your front side here but you can certainly lose it-
no time for heroics.  Forced carry all the way as the green lays like Otis Redding on dock on the bay.  Very 
shallow but broad target-valor here is to use the front right side which is a bit more receptive to hold a shot and 
then putt across to the flag.  Long right is not bad either.  Nuance is that the water actually notches into the 
putting surface on the left which makes the carry a schoatch longer for a draw-many well struck greedy shots 
fall prey to the notch. 
 
#5 Par 4 390/383 
 
 Now begins a stretch of holes on which you can get some opportunities but you need to play smart and 
pick your moments.  This is a straight away par 4 but the drive needs to be solid since the fairway ramps 
slightly to a narrowing landing area.  Favoring the left off the tee is good since the green opens up from the left.  
The second is to a table top green that sits raised from the fairway-very long putting surface that will favor a 
fade coming in as it leans from left to right.  Front bunker is a bear and missing left is the way to go.  Front of 
the green is a bit of a false front so you have to carry this approach shot in. 
 
#6 Par 4 462/425 
 
 This is one long, long par four and a half.  Just haul off and kill it up the left side as the hole bends 
slightly back to the right.  From there you have to decide whether you can reach or should you lay up back 
where you can wedge aggressively on your third.  If you go for the green there is deep bunkering left and just a 
grassy fall off to the right-but the opening you have to thread onto the green is pretty narrow.  This green has 
lots of contour in it and balls without an assertive flight will fall away from the hole to the right.  Making bogey 
here is no embarrassment, there are much higher numbers lurking if you overreach. 
 
#7 Par 5 559/496 
 
 Funk-a-delic five par.  Drive is intimidating because it is into an area raised above you and you feel you 
have to hammer it when you don’t.  Bunker on the left is within range so a solid draw, not over-cooked will put 
you on top of the hill looking up the hole.  No way to reach here so the layup is strong down the right just short 
of the bunker at 94.  Aiming point on the second is right to get a look at the green set behind the bunkers on the 
left.  This is a shallow target, raised above the fairway so again you will have to carry the shot all the way to the 
surface.  Front left bunkers are for fools so come in from the right.  Over is dead because the green slopes 
sharply back to front.   
 
 
 



#8 Par 3 190/153 
 
 One of the more understated and underrated holes on this side.  This hole has perfect angle relationship 
between the high tee and the green that sweeps below.  The green sits on the 8 to 2 diagonal with a bunker on 
the short left and a pond buffering the right.  You just have to slip this one up and in from left to right to get it to 
hold-a strong straight shot will bound through the putting surface.  Standing on this tee looking at the challenge 
in front of you is just a mesmerizing site. 
 
 
#9 Par 4 423/336 
 
 For me this is the signature challenge of the day-an awesome and difficult four par that baits you into 
biting off more than you can chew.  The meandering brook crosses in front of you on the first shot and lurks up 
the right all the way up and through the green.  Best drive is hard and to the left at the bunkers.  The carry over 
the brook is manageable but you have to hit it solid.  From there you choose to go for the long and narrow green 
well above you that is wedged between the hill and the brook or layup to 90 yards if the heroics seem too much.  
The green is very long and stepped so you must hit a shot that carries all the way to the level the flag is nestled 
on.  Par here and you can cash your chips in as a successful outing. 
 
 
#10 Par 4 363/305 
 
 This is a delectable downhill slippery four par that is like walking on marble in your socks-lose your 
balance and you are on your butt.  Hit the driver down the left center between the bunkers to get the shortest 
club in your hand on the approach.  You have downhill  short club off a downhill lie to a green that slopes from 
the right and downhill away from you-do you see a theme building here?  Best play is use the front right to 
throw the ball to the left and slow it down so it will remain on the green for a putt.  More often than not you are 
chipping back to the flag here.  This one will make you shake your head on the walk to the next tee for the 
apparent missed par opportunity. 
 
#11 Par 5 553/510 
 
 This is a nice shortish five par that is pretty user friendly.  Drive to center off the bunker on the left.  
Layup is slightly blinded but the fairway is buffered by the hill on the right so aiming at the right edge of the 
green will correct to center on the ground.  Green is long and narrow but the back half is ramped toward you so 
you should get a kind treatment of most shots coming in. 
 
#12 Par 3 227/163 
 
 Maybe the prettiest sight you will have all day watching the dramatic ball flight drop from this elevated 
tee to a  diagonal set shallow green four stories below.  It is six iron to the middle and five to the back left phone 
booth pin-laying only one club less in spite of the huge drop.  Three bunkers in front are acceptable places to 
play from since going long on the back hill leaves a bizarre pitch to a green working away from you.  The three 
pins here make for different strategic approaches.  Front right you play below the flag and accept a chip and run 
from right.  Center you play to the front right pin and putt up.  Phone booth back left you do the Christopher 
Reeves and play right at the flag with abandon. 



 
 
#13 Par 5 540/501 
 
 The only rest stop here in so refuel with a par while you can.  Interesting five par with a straight away 
drive at the left center just off the bunker.  Now you hit a 200 club to a landing ledge100 yards from the green 
just off the first bunker on the right.  The green still sits above you with deep bunkers protecting on the left, it is 
long and narrow and on the 7 to 1 angle to your approach.  Make sure to hit enough club to reach the flag or 
your ball will be deflected to the right away from the flag.  Front pin is the hardest-middle and back should offer 
a birdie opportunity. 
 
#14 Par 4 324/309 
 
 One of the best short holes you will ever see.  Three wood from the high tee to the left center of the 
landing area below.  From there it is 120 to 100 back up a slight hill to a perched plateau up on the right.  
Toughest green on this side-steep banking on the front right with a saddle ridge segmenting that section from 
the rest.  The left falls away from you so the middle and back pin is hard to keep the ball near.  Little bowl in 
the front left but it can be difficult to get a ball to land and stay there.  Looks like you should make four here 
every time but making six is just as likely if you try to get heroic on the approach. 
 
#15 Par 3 198/177 
 
 Borderline unfair par three here but you have to play em all.  From the tee boxes on the right you drive it 
through a chute of trees across an environment waste area to a super long and narrow green set at the 6:30 to 
12:30 angle.  Big bunker set into the middle right of the green that dictates you working all pin positions from 
the front left toward the back right.  I can be driver from the back edge of the tee to the back pin.  Anything on 
the green and within 30 feet is a major accomplishment.   
 
 
#16 Par 4 377/345 
 
 This hole was converted in preparation for the Senior U.S. Open from a very short technical par four 
into a more mid-length version of a normal two-shotter.  The walk to the elevated tee from the last green is so 
steep that they provide transportation or a cardiologist’s business card.  The drive is to a downhill landing area 
adjacent to a nest of bunkers on the right.  The hole turns slightly to the left around the bunkers where the green 
sits up from the fairway behind bunkers right and left.  The green is deep and stepped so you have to be 
conscious of  which level the pin is on and get the approach to that level.  Worst mistake on this hole is hitting 
the drive into the rough because without spin you have little chance to get it close. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



#17 Par 4 429/374 
 
 The finishing pair are a real challenge-both require solid tee shots and likely long seconds shots.  This 
one is a beast.  The hole turns slightly to the right so I like a drive here along the right side of the fairway to get 
the best sneak look at the green.  If you have a look take note that the green sits up on a hill-a very steep hill-so 
you will have to elevate the approach all the way to the front end.  Another gaggle of bunkers short and left of 
the green-being in any of those leaves an impossible 75 to 40 yard bunker shot to the green.  This green sits on 
the 5 to 11 angle and it is very deep and sloped from right to left.  Strong draw is the shape to hit in here to let 
the ball earn its way to the hole.  Five here can be a good score. 
 
#18 Par 4 421/375 
 
 A memorable finishing hole-amphitheater green setting-that is vivid in the mind of anyone who 
witnessed Watson and Pooley’s multi-hole playoff in the Senior Open.  Drive here is from a low tee to a landing 
area above you.  Don’t try to kill it, the top of the hill is not a far reach.  A drive to center will leave a longish 
club across a chasm to a green on the same level as your drive landing area.  The green is surrounded by 
bunkers-the worst of which is the deep one shoved in the crotch of the green.  The green is bisected-split 
straight down the middle from 6 to 12 so you will work your shot differently depending on which side the pin is 
on.  Landing on the wrong level is pure three-putt feed.  On the right side you have to work it short and below 
the hole.  Back right bunker is impossible to play from.  On the left side you have a deeper target and a bit of a 
backstop in that the green rises a bit on the back left.  When you putt out on this green just do the 360 with your 
head and then close your eyes and imagine the crowd that would have filled the side hills here for the 
Watson/Pooley duel.  This is the finish of wonderful golf experience.  From the locker room to the last green it 
is just a wonderful afternoon of golf. 
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